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FORMATION FLIGHT WITH GENERATING FUNCTIONS:
SOLVING THE RELATIVE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
V.M. Guibouty D.J.Scheeres z
ABSTRACT
The relative motion of a formation of spacecraft
is studied. Using the Hamiltonian description
q;p; H(q;p; t) and solving for the generating func-
tions for canonical transformations allows us to de-
scribe motion in the vicinity of a nominal trajectory
as the solution to a two-point boundary value prob-
lem. We put some properties of such motion into
relief before identifying an algorithm to solve this
problem. The technique we are developing is suit-
able for use in designing and optimizing the non-
linear relative motion of a formation of spacecraft
within a very general orbital setting.
Introduction
We are developing concepts that allow us to de-
scribe the relative non-linear motion of a formation
of spacecraft as the solution to a two-point bound-
ary value problem. By doing so, we can specify the
initial and nal positions (or velocities) and imme-
diately know what the corresponding velocities (or
positions) of an arbitrarily large collection of space-
craft must be. Having such descriptions developed
analytically will allow for the eÆcient design and
optimization of relative motion for large collections
of spacecraft ying in formation. The technique we
are developing is suitable for use in very general or-
bital settings, and essentially consists of nding a
non-linear solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi partial
dierential equation for the generating functions of
canonical transformations.
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Our approach is distinct from the classical use of
the generating functions as we are using them to
solve the boundary value problem, whereas in pre-





A holonomic system can be described by the stan-










where the qi's are generalized coordinates and i =
1; 2;    ; n. We dene the generalized momentum










Now dene the Hamiltonian function as:
H(q; p; t) =
nX
i=1
pi _qi   L(q; _q; t) (4)
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These 2n rst-order equations given in Eq. 5 are
known as Hamilton's canonical equations of motion
and provide a full description of the motion.
In our applications we are considering holonomic
systems. Nevertheless, one can also derive a set of
canonical equations of motion for a non-conservative
system, where the generalized forces are not all
derivable from a potential function.
Canonical transformation
Now consider transformations in phase space that
preserve the Hamiltonian form of the equations of
motion in the new variables. Such transformations
are called canonical transformations. Let us consider
a transformation from one set of coordinates (qi; pi)
to a new set (Qi; Pi) dened by equations of the
form:
Qi = Qi(q; p; t) (7)
Pi = Pi(q; p; t) (8)
Such transformations are often referred to as contact
transformations in the literature.
Since we require the Hamiltonian form of the equa-
tions of motion in the new variables to be preserved,





_Pi =   @K@Qi
(9)
where K = K(Q;P; t) is the Hamiltonian of the sys-
tem in the new set of coordinates. To link K and





Ldt = 0 (10)
where L is the Lagrangian of the system. Equation
10 can be expanded using the Hamiltonian in both






pi _qi  H(q; p; t)
!






Pi _Qi  K(Q;P; t)
!
dt = 0 (12)
This means that the integrands of the two inte-
grals dier at most by a total time derivative of an
arbitrary function F . Such a function is called a gen-
erating function of the transformation and must be a
function of both the old and the new variables. But
since the two sets of coordinates are connected by
the 2n transformations in Eqs. 7 and 8, F depends
only on n old coordinates and n new coordinates.
Therefore the generating functions can be written
as one of the functions:
F1(q;Q; t); F2(q; P; t); F3(p;Q; t); F4(p; P; t) (13)
and must satisfy a relation of the form:
X
i
pi _qi  H =
X
j
Pj _Qj  K + ddtFi (14)


















We now assume the new and old coordinates q and










If the independent variables are actually q and P
instead of q and Q, then the generating function is
of the type F2. Using a Legendre transformation,
we nd F2 as a function of F1:




and then Eq. 14 becomes for F2:
X
i
pi _qi  H =  
X
j












The same reasoning can be applied for F3 and F4
if the independent variables are (p;Q) or (p; P ) and
2
















Thus, we have shown that there exist four main
types of canonical transformations which allow us
to switch from one coordinate set to another. More-
over, these canonical transformations must satisfy a
set of equations of the form K = H + @Fi@t .
The Hamilton-Jacobi equation
One can choose the new variables to be constants
of motion by requiring that the new Hamiltonian
K be identically zero. Indeed, Hamilton's canonical
equations of motion then become:
@K
@Pi
= _Qi = 0 (22)
  @K
@Qi
= _Pi = 0 (23)




+H(q; p; t) = 0 (24)






; t) = 0 (25)
Eq. 25 is often referred to as the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation.2
















; p; t) = 0 (28)
It appears that F1 (F3) and F2 (F4) verify the
same dierential equation. Nevertheless, they dif-
fer in their initial conditions. From Eqns. 16 and
21 we deduce that F1 and F4 are undened at time
t = 0, whereas Eqns. 19 and 20 give well-dened ini-
tial conditions for F2 and F3. Indeed, at the initial
time the generating functions must dene the iden-
tity transformation. F2 and F3 can generate such a
transformation whereas F1 and F4 cannot.
Given the Hamiltonian of a system, one is able
to completely solve for F2 and F3 starting from an
initial time using the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. F1
and F4 can only be solved if they are known at some
epoch t 6= 0.
In our application of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
we take the initial conditions of the trajectory to be
the constants of the motion, and use the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation to develop a local solution for the
motion as a function of the initial conditions.
Resolution of the boundary
value problem using
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
In our study, we investigate the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation in order to solve the boundary value prob-
lem: Given n initial conditions and n conditions at
t = tf , solve for the n remaining initial conditions
and the n remaining conditions at t = tf . For in-
stance, given an initial position and a nal position,
what velocities should the spacecraft have at t = t0
and at t = tf to eectively reach the specied posi-
tion. Such a problem is called the targeting problem
and corresponds to nding the F1(q;Q) function be-
tween time t0 and tf .
The boundary value problem for a
one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
We will rst explore a simple example, which con-
sists of solving the boundary value problem for a
one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. Given an ini-
tial momentum P and nal position q, we solve for
the initial position Q and nal momentum p. For
such a problem, it is clear that F2 is the relevant
generating function.
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q2 = 0 (30)
Since H is a second order polynomial in q and p, it
is reasonable to look for F2 as a polynomial in q and
P :





Plugging Eq. 31 into Eq. 30 and solving for each co-
eÆcient of F2 using the following initial conditions1:


















































To solve the boundary value problem in position
(given initial and nal positions, nd the initial and
nal velocities), we use the Legendre transformation
dened in Eq. 17 to get F1 knowing F2. First, using





































We notice that F1 is not dened at time t = 0.
1at t = 0 F2 is the identity transformation




The boundary value problem
for a formation of spacecraft
Formulation of the problem in terms
of Hamiltonian equations
We have seen in the previous section how to solve
the boundary value problem using canonical trans-
formation theory. Let us now apply this method to
a more interesting case: a collection of spacecraft.
Given a Hamiltonian system, such as a spacecraft
moving under gravitational forces, and some initial
conditions (Q0; P0), we can solve the Hamilton equa-
tions using a numerical integration scheme (at least):



















(q(Q0; P0; t); p(Q0; P0; t); t)
Suppose dierent initial conditions (Q1; P1) are
chosen such that:
Q1 = Q0 +Q (37)
P1 = P0 +P (38)
Then equation 36 becomes:
_X1 = JrH1 (39)
where p and q are now functions of (Q1; P1; t). De-
ne two parameters q and p such that:
q1 = q0 +q
p1 = p0 +p (40)
where
q1 = q(Q1; P1; t) p1 = p(Q1; P1; t) (41)
q0 = q(Q0; P0; t) p0 = p(Q0; P0; t) (42)
Equation 39 becomes:






Using 40, we can expand the right hand side of Eq.
43 assuming (q;p) small enough for convergence
of the serie:




@q2 (q0; p0; t)q +
@2H
@q@p (q0; p0; t)p
@2H
@q@p (q0; p0; t)q +
@2H
@p2 (q0; p0; t)p
!
+   
(44)
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Replacing into Eq. 43 yields




@q2 (q0; p0; t)q +
@2H
@q@p (q0; p0; t)p
@2H
@q@p (q0; p0; t)q +
@2H
@p2 (q0; p0; t)p
!
+   
(45)





@q2 (q0; p0; t)q +
@2H
@q@p (q0; p0; t)p
@2H
@q@p (q0; p0; t)q +
@2H
@p2 (q0; p0; t)p
!
(46)
This is a Hamiltonian system if and only if the
right hand side can be written as the partial of a







@q2 (q0; p0; t)
@2H
@q@p (q0; p0; t)
@2H
@q@p (q0; p0; t)
@2H




We can check that:
_Xh = JrHh (48)
The expansion of the right hand side of Eq. 43 at
higher order leads to:
Hh =
nX
i; j = 0





(q0; p0; t) (49)
We conclude that the Hamiltonian property of the
system is preserved by a Taylor series expansion. We
are then free to use generating functions to solve the
boundary problem2.
The Hamilton Jacobi equations
Since we have complete knowledge of H = Hh as
a function of time, we can solve for the generating
functions F1, F2, F3 and F4 from equations 25- 28 (as
mentioned earlier, we are missing initial conditions
at t = 0 to solve for F1 and F4).
It is now reasonable to assume that Fi is analytic.
Then when solving for Fi, we can use an expansion
of Fi of the same order as the expansion of Hh
2One must be aware that we are solving the boundary
problem in terms of the relative motion and not absolute mo-
tion.
First we note that at the rst order, Fi is equal
to zero. Indeed, suppose for instance that F2 =
a(t)q + b(t)P , then q = @F2@p = a(t) and
Q = b(t). But (q;p;Q;P ) are supposed
to be of the rst order at least. We conclude that
a(t) = b(t) = 0.
At order 2 Fi is then a quadratic form in its two
variables, without any linear term, and Hh satises
Eq 47.

























and the matrix dening Hh and









Substituting into Eq. 26 yields:
























(Hqq +HqpFqq + FqqHpq












(FpqHppFqp) = 0 (54)
where we recall that Fpq = F Tqp These equations al-
low us to solve for either F2 or F1 at the second
order. A similar set of equations can be derived for
5





(Hpp  HpqFqq   FqqHqp












(FpqHqqFqp) = 0 (55)
Note that the rst of Eqs 54 and 55 are Ricatti equa-
tions, the second and third are non-homogeneous,
time varying, linear equations and are equivalent to
each other, and the last are quadrature.
If we want to generalize this method to higher or-
der, tensor notation is required. Following are the
equations derived for F2 for a system of dimension
n.
The Taylor expansion is now written as:
f(x) = f0+f1 ~x+(f2 ~x)~x+((f3 ~x)~x)~x+   (56)
Applying this formula toH(~x) and to the canonical
transformation F2 = F (~y) yields:
H(~x) = hi;jxixj + hi;j;kxixjxk +    (57)
F (~y) = fi;jyiyj + fi;j;kyiyjyk +    (58)
where we assume the summation convention. Let
us now express ~x = (q;p) as a function of ~y =
(q;P ).
For all a  n and j = n+ a





= fa;kyk + fk;ayk
+ fa;k;lykyl + fk;a;lykyl + fk;l;aykyl
+    (61)
where n is the dimension of the space.
We write the Hamilton-Jacobi equation:
@F
@t
+H = 0 (62)
_fi;jyiyj + _fi;j;kyiyjyk
+ hi;jxixj + hi;j;kxixjxk +    = 0
(63)
Replacing ~x by ~y in equation 63 using 61, and keep-
ing only terms of order less than 3 yields:
0 = _fi;jyiyj + _fi;j;kyiyjyk
+ ha;byayb + ha;b;cyaybyc
+ (ha;n+b + hn+b;a)ya(fb;kyk + fk;byk
+ fb;k;lykyl + fl;b;kykyl + fk;l;bykyl)
+ hn+a;n+b(fa;kyk + fk;ayk
+ fa;k;lykyl + fl;a;kykyl + fk;l;aykyl)
(fb;mym + fm;bym + fb;m;pymyp
+ fp;b;mymyp + fm;p;bymyp)
+ (hn+a;b;c + hc;n+a;b + hb;c;n+a)ybyc
(fa;kyk + fk;ayk)
+ (hn+a;n+b;c + hn+b;c;n+a + hc;n+a;n+b)
yc(fa;kyk + fk;ayk)(fb;lyl + fl;byl)
+ hn+a;n+b;n+c(fa;kyk + fk;ayk)
(fb;lyl + fl;byl)(fc;mym + fm;cym) (64)
We notice that the equations of order 2 are the
same as the ones found previously. The equations
of order 3 are given explicitly in the appendix. The
process of deriving equations for F can be continued
to arbitrarily high order using a symbolic manipula-
tion program (we have implemented and solved the
expansion to order 8 using Mathematica).
The initial value problem
The state-transition matrix
Another approach to the study of relative motion
of spacecraft is to use the State Transition Matrix.
This method is developed in1 for the case of a space-
craft moving in a point mass gravity eld. R. Bat-
tin derives dierential equations which allow one to











Thus, inverting some blocks of the  matrix allows
us to solve the boundary value problem. For in-








rr q + (vv  vr 1rr rv)P
Q =  1rr q   1rr rvP (66)
This method assumes we have computed the state
transition matrix  with suÆcient accuracy to invert
6
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it. Moreover, it only provides an approximation of
order 2 for the solution of the boundary problem.
Battin1 derived some interesting properties of this
boundary value problem, in the next section, we will
prove that these properties are actually specic to all
Hamiltonian systems.
Some properties of the boundary
value problem
In,1 Battin shows that one can dene the matrices




C = vv 1rv (67)
Then, given P = 0, ~Cq = p and given Q = 0,
Cq = p.
He also proves that these matrices verify the Ri-
catti equation, and are therefore symmetric.
Using our generating function approach, we show
that these matrices are just coeÆcients of the Taylor






= (fa;k + fk;a)yk (68)
= 2fa;kyk




= (fn+a;k + fk;n+a)yk (70)
= 2fn+a;kyk
Q = Fpqq + FppP (71)
where we recall that






Y , F Tqp = Fpq
and Fqq and Fpp are symmetric.
Solving for (q;p) yields:
q = F Tqp Q  F Tqp FppP (72)
p = FqqF Tqp Q+ (Fqp   FqqF Tpq Fpp)P
(73)
We deduce the expression of :8>><
>:
rv =  F Tqp Fpp
rr = F Tqp
vv = Fqp   FqqF Tqp Fpp
vr = FqqF Tqp
3keeping only the second order terms
We conclude that
~C = vr 1rr = Fqq (74)
In the same manner, but using F1, we show that:
C = vv 1rv = Fqq (75)
where Fqq is the rst block of F1.
Thus, we have shown that C and ~C are symmetric
by nature, and moreover that they verify the Ricatti
equation given in Eq. 544
Some computations
Using the theory we have developed in the previ-
ous section, we now numerically solve the boundary
value problem to order 4. Before doing any compu-
tation, we should rst note that:
1. F1 and F4 are undened at t = 0.
2. F2 and F3 are well-dened at t = 0.
3. It is possible to transform from one generating
function to another using the Legendre trans-
formation in Eq. 17.
4. It can be proved that a maximal solution to
the dierential equations dening Fi exists, but
there is no guarantee that the solution is dened
for all time.
Numerical integration of Eqs. 54 provides a solu-
tion at order 2 to the relative boundary value prob-
lem. To get higher order terms, we use higher order
expansion of H and F in Eqns 58.
We used the following procedure to check the valid-
ity of our computations. Given a nominal trajectory,
we rst solve for F2. Then, we integrate another tra-
jectory with dierent initial conditions (called the
perturbed trajetory). Those two integrations gived
full knowledge of (Q;P ) and (q;p) at every
instant. Then, using only (q;P ) we solve for
(p;Q) using F2. Comparing the values of p
and Q found using both methods results in a set
of plots for the error in nal momentum p and a
set of plots for the error in initial position Q. The
magnitude of this error represents the error in solv-
ing the boundary value problem using our approach.
The following initial conditions were used :
4In the particular case of a gravitational problem, Hqp = 0
and Hpp = I
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 for the nominal trajectory:
Q0 = (6500km; 0km); P0 = (0;
p
=6500)
 for the perturbed trajectory:
Q1 = (6550km; 0km); P1 = (0;
p
=6500)
where  = 4  105km3s 2.
The nominal and perturbed trajectories are plot-
ted in gure 1. We note two features of our solution.
First, we experience a singularity around 1500 sec
in solving for F2 (Fig. 3). Eq. 66 shows that the
singularity of F2 is directly related to the non invert-
ibility of rr that is to:
det(rr) = 0
This corresponds to there being multiple solutions
to the boundary value problem at this time. Fig-
ure 2 shows the determinant of the four block ma-
trices of the matrix  using the initial conditions
stated above (In the particular case of a circular or-
bit, det(rr) = det(vv)). In a similar way, one
can relate the singularities of every Fi with the
non invertibility of a block matrix within the state
transition matrix. The singularities of F1 corre-
spond to det(rv) = 0, the one of F3 correspond
to det(vv) = 0 and the one of F4 correspond to
det(vr) = 0.
One way to get around this diÆculty is to solve for
Fi until a singularity is approached, then evaluate
the value of Fj at a time prior to the singularity and
propagate Fj to a time where transformation back
to Fi is needed. The issue of evaluating Fj at time t
with the knowledge of Fi at the same instant reduces
to a problem of inversion of series. For instance,
given F2 we nd F1 using the Legendre transforma-
tion Eq. 17 and substituting in it P as a function
of (q;Q). To do so one must invert the following
relation Q = @F2(q;P )@P as a series. Such trans-
formations are well dened and have been dealt with
by V.A. Brumberg.5 This method is reliable only if
the singularities of F1, F2, F3 and F4 do not occur
at the same time. Figure 2 shows that there is al-
ways one block of the state transition matrix with a
determinant greater than 1.
Second, the accuracy of our solution to the bound-
ary value problem increases dramatically as we in-
crease the order of our solution for F2, giving a nu-
merical indication that our approach is converging
onto the true solution over its interval of denition.
Figures 4-6 represent the error in solving the bound-
ary problem using F2 for tf 2 (2500; 3500). To ob-
tain such plots, we needed to avoid the singularities
discussed above. We integrate F2 from t = 0 to
t = 100 sec, then we used a Legendre transforma-
tion to nd F1 at t = 100 sec. We integrate F1 up
to t = 2500 sec (we recall that F2 was singular at
t = 1500 sec) and use again the Legendre transfor-
mation to nd F2 at that time t = 2500 sec. We
nally integrate F2 up to 3500 sec. These gures
demonstrate the convergence of our algorithm across
multiple singularities.
Conclusion
This paper derives a novel application of the
Hamilton-Jacobi Equation to solve the problem of
non-linear targeting for a formation of spacecraft.
The application constructs direct solutions for the
Taylor Series expansion of the generating function
to arbitrarily high order in displacements from a
nominal, numerically dened trajectory. By extend-
ing the procedure to high degree in powers of the
specied boundary variables, we are able to imme-
diately generate non-linear solutions to boundary
value problems. By formulating the problem as a
set of ordinary dierential equations, we are able to
generate time histories of the boundary value prob-
lem as well. In this paper we demonstrate the basic
theory and provide an example that shows its con-
vergence. We demonstrate the generation of high
order solutions for the Fi across multiple singulari-
ties. In the future we will resolve the singularities
with the aid of higher order expansions. Future work
will also explore the application of this approach to
the initial value problem.
8
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A The Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tions at order 3
Dene the following variables:
Ai;j;k =
hn+a;n+b;n+c(fa;i + fi;a)(fb;j + fj;b)(fc;k + fk;c)
Bi;j;k =
hn+a;n+b(fa;i + fi;a)(fb;j;k + fj;k;b + fk;b;j)
Ci;j;k =
hn+a;n+b(fb;i + fi;b)(fa;j;k + fj;k;a + fk;a;j)
Da;i;j = (ha;n+b;n+c + hn+c;a;n+b + hn+b;n+c;a)
(fb;i + fi;b)(fc;j + fj;c)
Ea;i;j =
(ha;n+b + hn+b;a)(fb;i;j + fj;b;i + fi;j;b)
Ga;b;i =
(ha;b;n+c + hb;n+c;a + hn+c;a;b)(fc;i + fi;c) (76)
Keeping only third order terms in equation 64
yields:
_fi;j;kyiyjyk + (Ai;j;k +Bi;j;k + Ci;j;k)yiyjyk
+ (Da;i;j +Ea;i;j)yayiyj +Ga;b;iyaybyi
+ ha;b;cyaybyc = 0 (77)
We deduce the coeÆcients of yiyjyk:
 CoeÆcients of y3in
Ai;i;i +Bi;i;i + Ci;i;i +Di;i;i
+Ei;i;i + _fi;i;i +Gi;i;i + hi;i;i = 0
(78)
 CoeÆcients of y3i>n
Ai;i;i +Bi;i;i + Ci;i;i + _fi;i;i = 0 (79)
 CoeÆcients of y2inyjn
(A+B+C+D+E+ _f+G+h)(i;i;j) = 0 (80)
where (i; j; k) represents all the distinct per-
mutations of (i; j; k), that is A(i;j;k);l =
Ai;j;k;l + Ai;k;j;l + Ak;i;j;l + Ak;j;i;l + Aj;k;i;l +
Aj;i;k;l but A(i;i;j);l = Ai;i;j;l + Ai;j;i;l +Aj;i;i;l
 CoeÆcients of y2inyj>n
(A+B + C + _f)(i;i;j)
+ (D +E)i;(i;j) +Gi;i;j = 0 (81)
 CoeÆcients of yinyjnykn:
(A+B+C+D+E+ _f+G+h)(i;j;k) = 0 (82)
 CoeÆcients of yinyjnyk>n
(A+B + C + _f)(i;j;k) + (D +E)i;(j;k)
+ (D +E)j;(i;k) +G(i;j);k = 0 (83)
 CoeÆcients of y2i>nyjn
(A+B+C+ _f)(i;i;j)+(E+D)j;i;i = 0 (84)
 CoeÆcients of y2i>nyj>n
(A+B + C + _f)(i;i;j) = 0 (85)
 CoeÆcients of yinyj>nyk>n
(A+B+C+ _f)(i;j;k)+(D+E)i;(j;k) = 0 (86)
 CoeÆcients of yi>nyj>nyk>n
(A+B + C + _f)(i;j;k) = 0 (87)
Eqs 78-87 allow to solve for F2 or F1.
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Figure 1: Nominal and perturbed trajectories, t 2 (0; 3500sec)




(a) For t 2 (0; 9000sec)




(b) For t 2 (5150; 5250sec)
Figure 2: Determinant of rr, rv, vr and vv
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Error in final momentum along x
(a) Error in nal momentum





Error in final momentum along y
(b) Error in nal momentum





Error in initial position along x
(c) Error in initial position







Error in initial position along y
(d) Error in initial position
Figure 3: Order 2







Error in final momentum along x
(a) Error in nal momentum





Error in final momentum along y
(b) Error in nal momentum







Error in initial position along x
(c) Error in initial position








Error in initial position along y
(d) Error in initial position
Figure 4: Order 2
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Error in final momentum along x
(a) Error in nal momentum






Error in final momentum along y
(b) Error in nal momentum




Error in initial position along x
(c) Error in initial position




Error in initial position along y
(d) Error in initial position
Figure 5: Order 3





Error in final momentum along x
(a) Error in nal momentum





Error in final momentum along y
(b) Error in nal momentum








Error in initial position along x
(c) Error in initial position





Error in initial position along y
(d) Error in initial position
Figure 6: Order 4
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